Attendees: Luis Cifuentes (TAMU-CC), Jorge Vanegas (TAMU), Hudson DeYoe (UTRGV), Wes Patrick (SWRI), Rudy Rosen (TAMU-SA), Ken Tobin (TAMIU), Steve Bergman (Oregon), Katya Wowk (TAMU-CC), Cindy Wall (TAMU), Michaela Goff (TAMU Student), Irma Gonzalez (TAMU Student), Francisco Zapata (TAMU Student), Ahmed Mahdy (TAMU-CC), Linda Villarreal (TAMU-CC), Dan Riechers (TAMU-CC), Cindy Lyle (TAMU-CC), David Bridges (TAMU-CC), Lucy Camacho (TAMU-K), Richard Coffin (TAMU-CC), Simon Geist (TAMU-CC), Joe Fox (TAMU-CC), Dorina Murgulet (TAMU-CC), Jianhong Ren (TAMU-K).

23 total participants from 8 institutions and research centers

Action Items:

Presentations on TAMU-CC’s RCN CE3SAR website at [http://rcnce3sar.tamucc.edu/](http://rcnce3sar.tamucc.edu/)

Welcome (Cifuentes)

RCN CE3SAR overview and outcomes (Cifuentes/Vanegas)

Subcontract final outcomes (DeYoe, Patrick, Ren, Rosen, Tobin, Vanegas)

Panel on stakeholder engagement efforts (Patrick, DeYoe, Rosen)

Panel on future international efforts (Vanegas, Bergman, Wowk)

TAMU student presentation of Rainwater Collection Capstone Project (Cifuentes, Goff, Gonzalez, Zapata)

Panel on educational outcomes and future (Rosen, Tobin, Cifuentes)

Panel on future research opportunities (Lyle, Riechers, Wall)

Rebuild Texas opportunities (Vanegas)

Closing remarks (Cifuentes, Vanegas)

Action Items:

- Cindy Wall to provide inventory of RCN CE3SAR capabilities at regional institutions
- Luis Cifuentes to follow up on funding to track graduate students who participated in RCN CE3SAR research experiences (Where are they? What are they doing? Did they stay in disciplines associated with RCN CE3SAR objectives?)
- Jorge Vanegas to provide list of World Bank opportunities
- Jorge Vanegas to ask TAMU admin if T3 funds are available for interdisciplinary collaborations outside TAMU College Station
- Luis Cifuentes to contact Elva Escobar re: developing a consortium in Mexico
- Rudy Rosen to provide information to group about Texas Water Devt Board #4 meeting dates
- Rudy Rosen to launch RCN CE3SAR learning products website publically
- Luis Cifuentes to send out a list of attendees from the Water Security meeting in San Antonio